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The fate of feudal Japan hangs in the balance in this bloody conclusion to the epic Blood Ninja

trilogy.Taro is at a crossroads: He has vanquished Lord Oda for good, but with no land and no title,

he has no hope of marrying Hana, the daughter of a daimyo. So when Taro receives news of a

murderous dragon and the large reward for killing it, he and his friends find themselves on a

dangerous quest to slay the beast. Their mission has the potential to save the people of Japanâ€”but

failure will result in the deaths of thousands. And dragons are not the only monsters they will

encounter: The dead, led by the odious Kenji Kira, have begun to rise, and they have Taro in their

sights. In this heart-stopping conclusion to the Blood Ninja trilogy, the future of all feudal Japan is in

danger, and everything Taro holds dear will be threatened. But it is the betrayal of flesh and

bloodâ€”his own flesh and bloodâ€”that may be his ultimate undoing.
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Review:By now there should be no surprise that I anticipate and welcome any YA set in Japan, be it

in a modern or historical settings, everything goes. Iâ€™ve read the previous two books in this

engaging, imaginative and action-packed series and thoroughly enjoyed them, and Iâ€™m quite sad

it took me so long to finally pick up the final book. What I discovered is that everything I found

awesome previously is still there, but so are heaps of other aspects that just make the last book

cramped and full of various plot devices, unnecessary additions, stalling, and despite including all

these new things, the story somewhat dragged and felt really slow.Zombies and vampires and



dragons, oh my! That was the source of why I felt this final book lacking. Vampire ninjas as unique

twist to the story was ingenious to me and when I heard about the dragon, it was still quite exciting,

but when the zombies come around and then the god of death and why oh why canâ€™t that

creepily annoying villain Kenji Kira already hit the bucket, then it started to become a bother. There

was for sure lots of action, close calls, incredibly tense and oh-my-god-whatâ€™s-going-to-happen

moments, but all these heaps of bad guys against our poor trio of heroes, who had internal

relationship issues as well, wasnâ€™t really encouraging and pleasant to follow. Also, poor Taro, I

genuinely felt sorry for him in this book, how much torture, physical pain, emotional pain, betrayal

can one person bear.Despite my whining, I still more or less liked the book, it had a really satisfying

conclusion and I was left leaving the series with a smile on my face. I was really happy on how

everything was pulled together and all the fates were more than earned.
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